
Attendance Summary:
TRI 1 TRI 2 TRI 3 Total

Absent Tardy Absent Tardy Absent Tardy Absent Tardy
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

**This Report Card only lists absences. Lack of attendance means there were no absences.

Academic Performance Level for Academic Area
Name Meets expectations Progressing Beginning Not Applicable this term
Score Meets Prog Begin N/A

ELEMENTARY STANDARDS
Term

TRI
1

TRI
2

TRI
3

LEARNER BEHAVIORS & SKILLS
E) Demonstrates responsibility for learning
G) Demonstrates safe use of technology and
digital media
A) Demonstrates personal safety
B) Collaborates effectively with others
C) Accepts responsibility for actions
D) Displays positive social interactions with
others
F) Uses technology and digital media
strategically and capably
ART - 1ST GRADE
A) Creates art using techniques, processes,
and materials
B) Demonstrates motor skills using tools and
materials effectively
C) Identifies and applies line, shape, color,
pattern, and texture
D) Responds to the characteristics of various
artists and cultures
E) Integrates art vocabulary
ART LEARNER BEHAVIORS - KINDERGARTEN-6TH
A) Listens and follows directions
B) Stays on task and uses time wisely
C) Shows responsibility with materials and
classroom routines
D) Displays respect towards self and others
GENERAL MUSIC - 1ST GRADE
A) Students will sing alone and with others
B) Students will read and perform rhythms
C) Students will read and perform melodies

ELEMENTARY STANDARDS
Term

TRI
1

TRI
2

TRI
3

D) Students will describe basic elements of
music
E) Students will listen and respond to a variety
of music
GENERAL MUSIC LEARNER BEHAVIORS
A) Demonstrates behavior appropriate for
music learning
LITERACY - 1ST GRADE
L) Writes stating an opinion with a supporting
reason and sense of closure
M) Writes informative/explanatory text w/ a
topic, facts & sense of closure
N) Writes narratives with a sequence of
events, details & sense of closure
O) Applies conventions of English to writing
A) Reads text & applies comprehension
strategies in a 1st grade level text
B) Uses evidence from text to support
understanding
C) Knows and uses text features to identify
main idea or purpose of a text
D) Retells stories and determines central
message or lesson
F) Determines the meaning of unknown &
multiple meaning words & phrases
E) Compares and contrasts texts
G) Reads on grade level
I) Demonstrates an understanding of spoken
words, syllables & sounds
H) Reads with appropriate phrasing,
expression, and accuracy
J) Decodes & distinguishes different vowel
sounds & syllables in words
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ELEMENTARY STANDARDS
Term

TRI
1

TRI
2

TRI
3

K) Participates in collaborative conversations
to confirm understanding
MATHEMATICS-EDAY MATH-1ST GRADE
A) Solves word problems (+/-) within 20 using
drawings and equations
B) Uses strategies to add and subtract within
20
C) Adds numbers with sums within 10
efficiently
D) Subtracts numbers 0-10 efficiently
E) Counts, identifies, and writes numbers to
120
F) Understands place value of two-digit
numbers
G) Uses place value understanding to add and
subtract two-digit numbers
H) Measures and compares the length of
objects
I) Tells and writes time to the nearest hour and
half-hour
J) Represents and interprets data to answer
questions
K) Counts collections of dimes, nickels, and
pennies
L) Shows and describes equal shares of
circles and rectangles
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
A) Demonstrates age appropriate motor skills
B) Demonstrates knowledge of movement
concepts, principles, strategies
C) Values & shows effort in physical activity for
health & enjoyment
D) Achieves and maintains a health-enhancing
level of physical fitness.
E) Exhibits responsible behavior that respects
self & others
F) Is your child active outside of school?
SCIENCE - 1ST GRADE
A) Applies a step-by-step design process to
solve problems
B) Observes and predicts patterns of motion of
the sun, moon, and stars
C) Categorizes and describes plant and
animal adaptations
D) Investigates and explains the relationship
between sound and vibration
E) Examines how light reacts in the presence
of different materials
F) Creates a device that communicates over a
distance using light or sound
G) Investigates Skills/Concepts: Keeping Fit &
Healthy
SOCIAL STUDIES - 1ST GRADE
A) Understands that people interact with their
peers - Choices Unit
B) Understands that society changes over time
- Changes Unit
C) Understands that technology impacts
people and society - Changes Unit

ELEMENTARY STANDARDS
Term

TRI
1

TRI
2

TRI
3

D) Understands needs and wants - Changes
Unit
E) Understands that people learn from the
past - Changes Unit
F) Understands that culture impacts people
and their choices - Changes Unit
G) Understands that geography impacts
events - Changes Unit
H) Understands that economic conditions
impact people’s lives - Africa Unit
I) Understands that resources can be
exchanged - Africa Unit
J) Understands people make decisions based
on needs and wants - Africa Unit
K) Understands Americans participate in
government - Red, White & Blue Unit
L) Understands people may make changes in
society - Red, White & Blue Unit
M) Understands cause and effect relationships
- Red, White & Blue Unit
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